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Joan Waltemath, born in 1953, grew up on the Great
Plains where her German ancestors settled in the
late 19  century. Her early experiences in nature and
looking at native geometries inform her subsequent
abstract paintings and guide their complex use of
materials.   As her multifaceted 2 dimensional
surfaces unfold in time, their spatial voids
constructed of harmonic progressions emerge to
facilitate an interaction with her audience and allow
for a reflective response from a sustained
engagement.

Waltemath holds a BFA from the RI School of Design,
an MFA from Hunter College, CUNY.  She has lived
and worked in New York city since 1977 and
collaborated with filmmakers, musicians, and writers
in collective groups and through special projects
since the early days of the downtown No Wave era. 
“Ok, Today, Tomorrow” a film produced out of her studio was shown at MOMA and archived in their
collection as part of a recent survey of the LES 1980’s.

Shown in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, Portland, San Diego, Omaha, London, Basel,
Amsterdam and Cologne, her paintings and drawings are in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art,
the National Gallery of Art, Yale University Art Galleries and the Harvard University Art Museum, among
others. She has written extensively on art and served as an editor-at-large for the Brooklyn Rail since 2001.
She taught at the IS Chanin School of Architecture of the Cooper Union from 1997 to 2010, at Princeton
University and has lectured widely. She is currently the Director of MICA’s MFA program, the LeRoy E.
Hoffberger School of Painting.
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M’s Crossing (1,2,3,5,8 west) 2015 -17 172” x 168 ½” Oil, lead white, marble dust,
haematite, cooper iron oxide, aluminum, interference, florescent, mica and

phosphorescent pigment on prepared natural and black canvas sewn from individual
pieces.
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right arm 2014 thread and pencil on natural and black canvas 21 3/8” x 3” left arm
2014 thread and pencil on natural and black canvas 22 ½” x 3 ¼ ”
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By Ann McCoy June 5,
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JOAN WALTEMATH: M’s Crossing
brooklynrail.org/2018/06/artseen/JOAN-WALTEMATH-Ms-Crossing
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Joan Waltemath’s stunning painting M’s Crossing (1,2,3,5,8 west) (2015 – 17) is political art at
its best. Today, a lot of political art feels mired on a flat positivist plane; stuck in a historical
materialism where all theories have an economic foundation determined by external factors
—racial, colonial, geographic, etc. Critical theoretical approaches to art are often based on
the assumption that the spiritual dimension can be removed from the equation.
Waltemath’s work is political insofar as it is a meditation on historical events, and how the
white man’s genocidal manifest destiny destroyed indigenous cultures. Yet her explorations
of the tragic clash of two cultures, and how a flawed European worldview led to the
destruction of an indigenous people, draw from deeper experiential wells, the artist takes us
across a bridge to a world of Native American rituals that predate history and into another
realm few access today.

Waltemath has been a twelve-year participant in traditional Sun Dance ceremonies with
Lakota, Omaha, Diné, and Ponca people, and these experiences give her work an
authenticity, a numinosity, and aura that defies literary discourse. Her paintings are made in
between ceremonies and around the culture of the sweat lodge, a traditional purification
ceremony. The artist strives to elucidate how the ground we walk on determines both our
point of view and perception in the world. The ceremonials are part of a participation
mystique, and the artist is an actual participant. Without real transformative experiences, it
is impossible for an artist to make paintings with a transformational effect. Waltemath
stitches together not only her canvases, but also geometric abstraction with mark making,
and they become a field for a dialogue between realities. The fifteen foot dimension of the
work is taken from the size of a teepee, and is a reminder of the sheltering structures of a
decimated civilization. As a descendant and a beneficiary of a landed German settler family,
she revisits this territory to not only bear responsibility for this historical outcome, but to
also make a peace offering of great artistic value in a troubled world. As Frank Waters says
in speaking of John G. Neihardt’s epic vision, “It must include not only the tragic decimation
of all the Indian tribes, but also the disastrous effect upon us, their white conquerors.”

The intangible mystery of this work transports this viewer to an archaic place in
consciousness when nature and mankind were inseparably fused in peaceful coexistence
and respect. This critic was reminded of Werner Herzog’s Cave of Forgotten Dreams (2010)—
like the drawing at Chauvet, the petroglyphs on the surface of her painting are messages
from this archaic strata. Consciousness is like stratigraphy, where all layers old and new, still
exist simultaneously. Waltemath, like the philosopher Jean Gebser, and filmmaker Werner
Herzog, is telling us that a visit to this archaic plane may be our salvation. As we confront an
apocalyptic ecological situation fueled by scientific monstrosities like Fukushima, rituals like
the Sun Dance have a renewed resonance. America now has no profound rituals like the
ancient Eleusinian mysteries to link us to agricultural and spiritual renewal. The artist
worked hard to establish relationships with these tribes, and is one of the few white
participants to enter into this world. Waltemath celebrates the power these rituals hold to
connect art to occluded histories with her series Treaty of 1868: A Lament.
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M’s Crossing, a stunning work made of sewn rectangles of natural and black canvas, painted
with oil, lead white, marble dust, hematite, copper, iron oxide, aluminum, interference,
florescent, mica, and phosphorescent pigment, is part of a series of eight large paintings
titled the Treaty of 1868: A Lament. The work sets up a dialogue between the pioneer history
of the artist’s settler family and the indigenous Planes Indians, and traverses back along the
timeline aided by the artist’s participation in Native American rituals. The work is a way of
coming to terms with a tragic history of settler theft through broken treaties. As Waltemath
says, “One day, after reading a Lakota woman’s historical account of the Plains Indian Wars I
connected the dots and recognized that my German ancestors had settled on Treaty of
1868 land.”

The Lakota Sioux sometimes refer to the Sun Dance ceremony as “dancing with the
ancestors.” For some indigenous and aboriginal peoples the membrane between the realms
of the living and the dead can be passed through in visions, altered states, and during
sacred rituals. The dancers in the Native American Sun Dances enter the circular arbor
around a central cottonwood tree, where after several days they are joined by the spirits of
their ancestors. Waltemath also summons her ancestors, as their representative, to bridge
and heal this sad history. For it is by participating in the transformative rituals of another
culture, that we can sometimes sense what we are lacking in our own.
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April 5,
2017

artnet Asks: Artist Joan Waltemath and the Secret Beauty in
Math

news.artnet.com/art-world/joan-waltemath-interview-906335

Opening April 5 at Anita Rogers Gallery, “Fecund Algorithms” is the latest solo exhibition by
Joan Waltemath. Grappling with the complex and often contradictory relationships between
the body and mind, the artist’s abstract paintings look to mathematical equations for their
harmonious and inventive grid-based compositions.

Waltemath is not only an artist, however: She is also known as an influential educator and a
writer, having taught architecture for years at Cooper Union and serving as editor-at-large
for the esteemed Brooklyn Rail since 2001. Here, she discusses her new work, the beauty in
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mathematics, and what to expect at her show.

What inspired you to create the Torso/Roots series?
I am intrigued watching people perform tasks they know by heart, observing movements
that seem to stem from the corporeal, rather than being directed by the mind. I want to
create something that speaks directly to the body that touches our movement in the way
architecture does.  The more all our devices assert their dominance over the mode of our
communications, the more compelled I feel to explore the multi-faceted nature of
perception. How the body knows things, remembers a thing is my tabula rasa.

Joan Waltemath, Three Bodies or how I knew you were
gone (east below) (2011–2013). Courtesy of Anita

Rogers Gallery.
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How do you decide on the placement of materials for each grid on the panel, how
would you explain that in relation to the human body and mind?
I work with a grid matrix based on harmonic ratios as a way to determine the relationship of
elements and the proportions of my paintings. There is a kind of precision involved in the
geometry here that I really like. That’s the mind part—it wants to control everything. Then
the materials come in and counter it, they have their own rules to overrule the mind. Paint
has to flow onto the surface. I often see in my mind’s eye the moves I need to make—aiming
to set everything into relation, into motion in sync. The geometry sets limits. Opposition is
essential to keep things alive.

You choose interesting titles for your work. What were you thinking about when
deciding them, and should it affect the way a viewer experiences your work?
Often a relationship or movement becomes an analogue for events, perceptions, or
realizations in my life, so the titles are a way to acknowledge that aspect. If the unfolding of
a painting enables an experience or thought to happen, that’s great! Some people need
language or narrative to find a point of entry into a painting—on the other hand, the title
could affirm an understanding after the fact.

I mean, it’s an abstraction, so you have to go somewhere with it: It demands an engagement
from the audience since I’m distilling the experiential, not directing where it should go.
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Joan Waltemath, RA’s dream (East Below) (2012–2016).
Courtesy of Anita Rogers Gallery.

The Torso/Roots pieces are based on a grid derived from harmonic mathematical
relationships, do you think perhaps your approach may lure the more “mathematical
mind”?
Recently I was making my way through a series of publications the Getty released on Latin
American Surrealism. What a surprise to discover that during the post-war time artists were
coming to terms with Freud and the notion that we all see different things when we look at
works of art, that our perceptions are relative to what we already know and have
experienced. It’s not such an extraordinary notion for contemporary art; we can easily
acknowledge a mathematician would recognize aspects the architectural mind might see as
something else and vice-versa!

What memorable response have you had from your work?
During my 1994 exhibition “Zwischenzeit” at Stark Gallery, a beautiful young woman opened
the door and ran towards my 12-foot square drawing; she jumped, kicking her leg up high to
meet its center. “This is cool, isn’t it?” she said as she turned in mid-air towards her b-boy
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friend. They ran out.  I was stunned, it showed my initial construct of harmonic progressions
in black and white really could speak to the body. The drawing is now in the collection of the
Hammer Museum at UCLA, thanks to Wynn Kramarsky.

Joan Waltemath, 
interwoven (East 2 1,2,3,5,8…) (2013–2016). Courtesy

of Anita Rogers Gallery.

What is your favorite skyscraper or building, and why?
I don’t know favorite, but here is a thought: When I moved to Manhattan I took a loft across
from the Stanford White Bowery Savings Bank. The pediment was visible through the
window and the clock was still working in those days. It held a distant feeling of Rome: I
could look down on the unique portico of the bank, whose outer façade ran parallel to the
Bowery, while the inner one was aligned to the cardinal directions. The way White had set
the relationship between these two orientations was significant for me; in plan it was a
parallelogram not a rectangle. I used to sit inside the bank and make phone calls in the
wooden phone booths, light poured in two stories above me through the amber glass,
sounds echoed in a familiar way and the framed yellow marble slabs with their lighter
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colored veins running on a diagonal felt like Modernist painting. I could love the way the
architectural void held my body. I haven’t been inside for many years, it’s no longer a public
space. The clock stopped sometime in the late 80s after it was sold.

What is the most important first impression that you hope your viewers will get from
your work?
One that is uniquely their own.

The artnet Gallery Network is a community of the world’s leading galleries offering artworks by
today’s most collected artists. Learn more about becoming a member here, or explore our
member galleries here.

Follow artnet News on Facebook: 

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to get the breaking news, eye-
opening interviews, and incisive critical takes that drive the conversation forward.
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